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The gravity spectrum
Moore+ 2014



New bands, new detectors, new sources

LIGO, Virgo, and moreLISA 

Pulsar timing arrays 

~100Hz~mHz

~nHz



Multiband GW science
Sesana 2016 

LISA will predict when (time) and where (frequency) the 
merger will happen in LIGO with years of forewarning!

• Catch counterparts, if any 

• Constrain low-PN modifications of 
GR like dipole emission 

• Eccentricity measurements to 
constrain formation channels 

• Improve LIGO parameter estimation 

• New class of standard sirens 

• Prepare ground-based operations 

• Expand LISA horizon
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Merger time

(configuration N2A5, but distributions are largely insensi-
tive to the specific design), taken from our 200Monte Carlo
realizations of the flat BHB mass model. The exquisite
precision is due to the many thousands of wave cycles
emitted by the system convolved with the multiple orbits
completed by the eLISA detector over 5 y. Although we use
a simple waveform and detector response model, adding
complexity to the waveform and to the response function
should not appreciably alter the precision of the measure-
ment, as discussed above. Typically, a few weeks before an
appearance in the Advanced LIGO band, the relative error
in the mass measurements is better than 1%, the sky
location is better than 1 deg2, and the coalescence time
can be predicted within less than 10 s. These figures open
the possibility to mutually enhance the capabilities of
Advanced LIGO and eLISA and to open the era of
multiband GW astronomy.
Electromagnetic counterparts to BHB coalescences are

theoretically not expected, unless matter (likely ionized hot
gas in the form of some accretion disk) is also present.
However, a tentative gamma signal coincident with
GW150914 has been detected by the Gamma-ray Burst
Monitor on board Fermi [24], a nearly all-sky monitor with
necessarily limited sensitivity and angular resolution. The
fact that no alert can be sent to satellites and telescopes
prior to coalescence fundamentally limits the possibility of

real-time electromagnetic observations of Advanced LIGO
BHBs by telescopes with a more restricted field of view and
higher sensitivity (see a review in Ref. [25]). However, for
up to a couple of hundred sources in the best configuration,
eLISA can alert Advanced LIGO and all possible electro-
magnetic probes weeks in advance, providing the exact
location and time of the merger. First, this will allow the
Advanced LIGO team to plan the operation schedule
ensuring at least two interferometers will be in operation
during these events, reducing the loss of events due to
missing detector coincidence. Second, all the most sensitive
telescopes covering the sky from the radio to the γ ray can
then be prepointed, securing the detection of a prompt
counterpart at any wavelength, should there be one, open-
ing new horizons in multimessenger astronomy. Moreover,
eLISA will determine the individual masses of the two
systems within <1% precision, possibly constraining also
their spins. This wealth of information can be used to pin
down the premerger properties of the BHB to a level that is
unthinkable with Advanced LIGO only, tremendously
improving the feasibility of fundamental physics and strong
gravity tests [26,27]. For example, Ref. [28] found that
constrains on BH dipole radiation can be improved by 5
orders of magnitude compared to observations with
Advanced LIGO alone. Hundreds of low-redshift GW
sources with accurate sky localization also make for a
new interesting population of cosmological standard sirens
[29] that can be exploited by following the idea put forward
in Ref. [30] for extreme mass ratio inspirals. On the other
hand, Advanced LIGO will likely see BHB mergers that

FIG. 3. Parameter estimation precision from eLISA observa-
tions. Top left: Coalescence time; top right: sky localization;
bottom left: relative error in the chirp mass M; bottom right:
relative error in the symmetric mass ratio η¼M1M2=ðM1þM2Þ2.
Histograms show normalized distributions obtained from a
Monte Carlo realization of 1000 sources observed with
S=N > 8in the N2A5 configuration for 5 y of mission operation.
Estimates were obtained via Fisher matrix analysis using 3.5PN
nonspinning waveforms [21] and the full time-dependent eLISA
response function.

FIG. 4. Unresolved BHB confusion noise in the eLISA detec-
tor. The left panel shows the S=N of the unresolved confusion
noise for different eLISA designs, assuming two Michelson (six
links, L6) on a 5 y baseline. The solid triangles and associated
error bars represent the median and 95% confidence interval of
the S=N from 200 realizations of the BHB population. Orange
and blue symbols are for models flat and salp, respectively. The
right panel shows the energy density content of the confusion
noise as a function of frequency,ΩGWðfÞ(median, 68%, and 95%
intervals are shown). This is compared to the eLISA sensitivity to
a stochastic background [23] for two different baselines (as
indicated in the figure).
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We will know…
when a binary is merging
where a binary is merging
what binary is merging



Together is better than alone6
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Figure 2. Posterior distribution of chirp
mass Mc and total mass Mtotal obtained us-
ing LISA (blue); a third-generation ground-
based detector network consisting of ET [35]
and CE [1] (red); and the combined measure-
ment (dark green). The matched-filter SNR
of this system was 5.5 in LISA and 1010 in
the ground-based network.

Briefly, the results in Fig. 2 were

derived as follows. We first ran

a Fisher matrix calculation to pro-

duce posterior distributions represen-

tative of the LISA measurement. In

the Fisher matrix approximation, the

likelihood is a multivariate Gaussian.

We augmented LALInference [48],

the Bayesian stochastic sampler rou-

tinely used by the LIGO and Virgo

collaborations, to use the covariance

matrix produced in the first step as

a Bayesian prior for parameter esti-

mation with ground-based data. We

simulated the GW signals of IMBHs

using the IMRPhenomPv2 waveform

template [26; 43] and added them

to Gaussian noise. The final poste-

rior was calculated using a coherent

Bayesian analysis [48]. For this proof

of principle, we neglected spins in our waveform models. Unlike in Fig. 1, the masses

in Fig. 2 are ”observer-frame” masses, and so larger than the ”source-frame” values

by the factor (1 + z). (This choice avoids the propagation of distance errors into the

displayed result, which would unnecessarily complicate the interpretation.) In this

case, we see that the degeneracy-breaking shrinks the area of the 2-� error ellipse by

about six orders of magnitude!

We note, however, that the benefits from multi-band data illustrated in Fig. 2 do

decrease as the total mass decreases. For stellar-mass sources like GW150914, the

SNR in the ground-based detectors is so high [53] that little is gained by folding-in

LISA’s measurements, at least where the binary’s parameters are concerned. However,

even for stellar mass binaries, combining the low- and high-frequency signals can

significantly strengthen some tests of general relativity, as discussed below.

4) Multiband observations are expected to yield stringent tests of general

relativity. This is for basically the same reason that multiband observations can

lead to large improvements in parameter estimation: tracking the GW phase over

several decades in frequency provides a long ”lever-arm” for comparing measurement

to theory. The improvements in bounds on various theories of gravity coming from

multiband observations have been quantified [5; 12; 8]; to summarize, IMBH binaries

with total mass Mtotal ⇠ 103M� should provide especially strong constraints, since

in that mass regime the SNR can be large in both frequency bands. The optical

configurations of some ground-based instruments could also be optimized, specifically

Cutler+ 2019 

For optimistic mass values

• Space: early inspiral, 
chirp mass 

• Ground: merger,    
total mass 

• Multiband: breaks 
degeneracies

Complementary 
information 

in each band
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Event rates from the ground

2

on estimating the “effective time window” in which
sources remain visible by LISA.

2. We make use of this method to explore the physics
of massive binary stars that can potentially be un-
covered with multiband GW detections. We first
present “model-agnostic” estimates based only on
current observational bounds from LIGO/Virgo. We
then compute rates using population synthesis mod-
els of isolated BH binaries.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
our method to compute event rates. Sec. III translates
the current event rate measured by LIGO/Virgo into
predictions for LISA. In Sec. IV we apply our findings
to state-of-the-art population synthesis simulations of
merging stellar-mass BHs. In Sec. V we compare against
previous estimates and discuss topics that should be ad-
dressed in future research. To improve readability, we
present some of our results in Appendix A (these include,
in particular, long tables listing multiband rates for dif-
ferent assumptions and population synthesis models). In
Appendix B we discuss the horizon redshift of ground-
and space-based detectors. Throughout the paper we use
geometrical units (G = c = 1) and we use values of the
cosmological parameters drawn from Ref. [25].

II. COMBINING EVENT RATES

An astrophysical BH binary is described by a
set of intrinsic parameters �. Depending on the
model/measurements available, these might include quan-
tities like source-frame masses m1 > m2, spin vectors �1
and �2 and binary eccentricity e. Sources are located at
a cosmological redshift z, where the intrinsic merger rate
is R(z) (this typically measured in units of Gpc�3 yr�1).

Let us now examine selection effects for ground- and
space-based detectors separately.

A. Detection rate from the ground

Ground-based detection rates r (in units of yr�1) are
related to the intrinsic merger rate via

rground =

ZZ
dzd� R(z) p(�)

dVc(z)

dz

1

1 + z
pdet(�, z) ,

(1)

where dVc(z)/dz is the shell of comoving volume at red-
shift z, the factor 1/(1 + z) accounts for the Universe’s
expansion between emission and detection, p(�) is the
probability density function of the intrinsic parameters,
and 0  pdet(�, z)  1 is a detection probability.

The accurate estimate of the detector’s sensitivity vol-
ume is a crucial element in current LIGO/Virgo analyses,
and is typically based on injections campaigns into search
pipelines [26–28]. Here we implement a common (but

accurate) approximation. We model pdet using the cumu-
lative distribution of the projection parameter [29–35]

! =

r
(1 + cos2 ◆)2

4
F 2
+(✓,�, ) + cos2 ◆F 2

⇥(✓,�, )  1 ,

(2)

where

F+ =
1

2

�
1 + cos

2
✓
�
cos 2� cos 2 � cos ✓ sin 2� sin 2 ,

(3)

F⇥ =
1

2

�
1 + cos

2
✓
�
cos 2� sin 2 + cos ✓ sin 2� cos 2 .

(4)

are the single-detector antenna pattern functions. The
parameter ! is an analytic function of binary inclination
◆, sky location ✓ and �, and polarization angle  which
encapsulates all the angular dependence of the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR of a generic binary is
given by ⇢ = ! ⇥ ⇢opt, where ⇢opt is the SNR of an
optimally oriented source with the same parameters �
and z. The probability density function p(!) is obtained
using Eqs. (2)-(4) and assuming that cos ◆, cos ✓, � and
 are uniformly distributed. Selection effects are then
implemented with a SNR threshold ⇢thr by evaluating

pdet(�, z) =

Z 1

⇢thr/⇢opt(�,z)
p(!)d! . (5)

This simplified approach, which is widely used in the
litterature, has been found to be a good approximation to
more accurate estimates of detector selection effects based
on simulated signals and false-alarm rates (see [26, 27] for
comparisons).

In the following, we compute ⇢opt using the waveform
model of Ref. [36] and the noise curves of either LIGO at
design sensitivity [37] or the proposed third-generation
detector Cosmic Explorer [38] (hereafter “3g” or “3rd
gen.”). For ground-based detectors, we set ⇢thr = 8 [26].
Eq. (5) is evaluated by Monte Carlo integration [39].

B. Detection rate from space

Estimates of selection effects for space-based detectors
must necessarily take into account the mission duration.
According to current design choices, the nominal (ex-
tended) LISA mission duration is Tobs = 4 (10) yr [2].

GWs emitted by a binary that will merge in a time
tmerger are detected with frequency [40]

f(tmerger) =
5
3/8

8⇡
[Mc(1 + z)]

�5/8
t
�3/8
merger , (6)

where Mc = (m1m2)
3/5

/(m1+m2)
1/5 is the source-frame

chirp mass. After a time Tobs, the same source will be vis-
ible with frequency f(tmerger�Tobs), unless it has merged
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FIG. 4. Detection probability pdet as a function of the ratio
between a given detection threshold ⇢thr and the SNR ob-
tained assuming optimal orientation ⇢opt. Here we work in
the single-detector approximation and assume ⇢thr = 8.

is modulated by the antenna beam patterns
F+,⇥(✓,�, ), where the three angles describe sky
location and polarization content (e.g. Ref. [66]). One
can then define the projection parameter [67–69]

! =

r
(1 + cos2 ◆)2

4
F 2
+(✓,�, ) + cos2 ◆F 2

⇥(✓,�, ) (17)

and the phase o↵set

tan�0 =
2 cos ◆F⇥

(1 + cos2 ◆)F+
, (18)

such that

h(t) = A(t)! cos(�(t)� �0) . (19)

The parameter ! encapsulate all the angular dependen-
cies of the signal amplitude and satisfies max◆,✓,�, ! = 1.
From Eq. (13) one thus obtains ⇢ = w⇢opt, where ⇢opt is
the SNR for an optimally oriented source.

A population synthesis code would typically return
a set of binary parameters like masses, spins and dis-
tance. The probability that those given binaries exceed
a detection threshold ⇢thr is computed by averaging over
sky location, polarization angle, and inclination. This is
equivalent to evaluating the cumulative probability dis-
tribution P (!) at the ratio between the threshold SNR
and the optimal SNR, i.e. pdet = P (⇢thr/⇢opt). The de-
tectability function is shown in Fig. 4. All of the binary
realizations are detectable in the limit ⇢opt ! 1, i.e.
pdet = 1. Conversely, none of the realizations are visible
below detection threshold, i.e. pdet = 0 if ⇢thr = ⇢opt.
For simplicity we use a single-detector SNR threshold
⇢thr � 8, which has been found to act as a good proxy
for more elaborate network analysis [70]. The function
P (!) is computed with a Monte Carlo as implemented in
the python package gwdet [71].

C. Hierarchical population inference

1. Priors and hyper-parameters

Choices of parameter priors may be motivated by un-
derlying physical intuition (e.g. neutron star masses can
not be greater than ⇠ 4M�) or fundamental constraints
(e.g. masses should be positive, speeds can not exceed
the speed of light, etc.). However, sometimes intuition
or fundamental constraints do not lead us to a defini-
tive prior, as in the case of the astrophysical distribution
of compact object masses and spins. In some cases one
might be able to make a reasonable guess at the form
of the distribution (e.g. Gaussian), but the mean and
width may be unknown. Or perhaps even the form itself
is completely unknown, and only dictated by unknown
properties of the progenitor system. In this case, we can
extend our model to an additional level (hence hierarchi-
cal inference) by using a parametrized prior. The param-
eters of these priors are the hyper-parameters, and they
themselves will have hyper-priors.

2. Likelihoods and posteriors

Hierarchical inference is discussed in detail elsewhere
(e.g. Refs. [27, 72–77]), but we summarize the salient
points here. We make specific use of the formalism in
Mandel et al. [78] and Farr et al. [79]. The goal is to si-
multaneously infer the joint posterior probability distri-
bution of the measured physical parameters of each event,
as well as the hyper-parameters describing the statistical
properties of the entire population.
The joint probability of strain data from all GW sig-

nals {hk} (where k 2 [1, . . . , N ] indexes each event), and
associated physical parameters describing each signal ✓k
is

p({hk}, {✓k}|�) = p({hk}|{✓k}) p({✓k}|�), (20)

where � are the population hyper-parameters. The GW
signals will be produced at a certain rate in parameter
space as a function of the hyper-parameters. We first
consider a discrete representation of the physical param-
eter space (e.g. masses, redshits, etc) divided into bins,
l 2 [1, . . . , Nl]. The data are then the number of events
detected in a given bin in this parameter space nl. As-
suming non-overlapping statistically-independent signals
(and thus bins)2, the likelihood is the product of a Pois-
son process in each bin:

p({nl}|�) =
NlY

l=1

(rl(�))nle�rl(�)

nl!
, (21)

2
This assumption is expected to fail for future 3rd-generation

ground-based detectors, as well as the LISA space mission.

(The usual LIGO expression)Nground = rground ⇥ Tobs
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a detection threshold ⇢thr is computed by averaging over
sky location, polarization angle, and inclination. This is
equivalent to evaluating the cumulative probability dis-
tribution P (!) at the ratio between the threshold SNR
and the optimal SNR, i.e. pdet = P (⇢thr/⇢opt). The de-
tectability function is shown in Fig. 4. All of the binary
realizations are detectable in the limit ⇢opt ! 1, i.e.
pdet = 1. Conversely, none of the realizations are visible
below detection threshold, i.e. pdet = 0 if ⇢thr = ⇢opt.
For simplicity we use a single-detector SNR threshold
⇢thr � 8, which has been found to act as a good proxy
for more elaborate network analysis [70]. The function
P (!) is computed with a Monte Carlo as implemented in
the python package gwdet [71].

C. Hierarchical population inference

1. Priors and hyper-parameters

Choices of parameter priors may be motivated by un-
derlying physical intuition (e.g. neutron star masses can
not be greater than ⇠ 4M�) or fundamental constraints
(e.g. masses should be positive, speeds can not exceed
the speed of light, etc.). However, sometimes intuition
or fundamental constraints do not lead us to a defini-
tive prior, as in the case of the astrophysical distribution
of compact object masses and spins. In some cases one
might be able to make a reasonable guess at the form
of the distribution (e.g. Gaussian), but the mean and
width may be unknown. Or perhaps even the form itself
is completely unknown, and only dictated by unknown
properties of the progenitor system. In this case, we can
extend our model to an additional level (hence hierarchi-

cal inference) by using a parametrized prior. The param-
eters of these priors are the hyper-parameters, and they
themselves will have hyper-priors.

2. Likelihoods and posteriors

Hierarchical inference is discussed in detail elsewhere
(e.g. Refs. [27, 72–77]), but we summarize the salient
points here. We make specific use of the formalism in
Mandel et al. [78] and Farr et al. [79]. The goal is to si-
multaneously infer the joint posterior probability distri-
bution of the measured physical parameters of each event,
as well as the hyper-parameters describing the statistical
properties of the entire population.

The joint probability of strain data from all GW sig-
nals {hk} (where k 2 [1, . . . , N ] indexes each event), and
associated physical parameters describing each signal ✓k
is

p({hk}, {✓k}|�) = p({hk}|{✓k}) p({✓k}|�), (20)

where � are the population hyper-parameters. The GW
signals will be produced at a certain rate in parameter
space as a function of the hyper-parameters. We first
consider a discrete representation of the physical param-
eter space (e.g. masses, redshits, etc) divided into bins,
l 2 [1, . . . , Nl]. The data are then the number of events
detected in a given bin in this parameter space nl. As-
suming non-overlapping statistically-independent signals
(and thus bins)2, the likelihood is the product of a Pois-
son process in each bin:

p({nl}|�) =
NlY

l=1

(rl(�))nle�rl(�)

nl!
, (21)

2
This assumption is expected to fail for future 3rd-generation

ground-based detectors, as well as the LISA space mission.
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FIG. 1. Sky-averaged SNR ⇢ for LISA as a function of
the binary merger time tmerger. Solid colored lines indicate
three sources with masses of 29M� and 36M�, like those of
GW150914 [43], placed at luminosity distances DL = 100, 200
and 410 Mpc (the latter being compatible with the actual
GW150914 event). The optimal SNR is obtained at merger
times close to the mission lifetime Tobs = 4 yr (dashed line).
The closest sources are found above the threshold ⇢thr = 8
during the time window marked by the dotted lines. This can
be further restricted if only sources merging within a time
Twait (dashed line) are sought for. Shaded colored regions
indicate effective time window that determines the multiband
rate.

before. The source’s SNR during the entire mission dura-
tion is given by

⇢
2
(tmerger) = 4

Z f [max(tmerger�Tobs),0]

f(tmerger)

|h̃(f)|
2

Sn(f)
df . (7)

We use the sky-averaged noise curve Sn(f) of Ref. [41].
We approximate the strain h̃ and the merger frequency
f(0) as in Ref. [42]. Stellar-mass BH binaries emit in the
mHz regime at very wide separations, where spin effects
can be safely neglected [22].

Fig. 1 shows the function ⇢(tmerger) for some represen-
tative BH binaries. The SNR is expected to decrease for
large values of tmerger because the binary does not chirp
much, i.e. f(tmerger) ' f(tmerger�Tobs). The SNR is also
expected to be low if the binary is too close to merger,
because f(tmerger) falls outside the LISA sensitivity band.
The largest SNR is obtained for tmerger⇠Tobs, correspond-
ing to the case where the binary spends the longest time
chirping in the LISA band. As shown in Fig. 1, the max-
imum of ⇢ is actually located at mergers times slightly
larger than Tobs, such that none of the available mission

lifetime is “wasted” at frequencies & 1 Hz where LISA is
blind.

We now wish to impose a SNR threshold. A conserva-
tive threshold ⇢thr = 8 is typically considered sufficient to
extract signals from the LISA data stream [44]. For the
specific case of multiband observations, Wong et al. [21]
recently pointed out that ground-based detections could
be used a posteriori to dig deeper into the LISA noise,
thus lowering the effective SNR threshold to ⇢thr ' 4.

Let us denote with tthr1 and tthr,2 the roots (if any) of
the equation

⇢(tmerger) = ⇢thr . (8)

The quantity |tthr1 � tthr2| provides an estimate of the
time window in which a merging BH binary is visible
from space (cf. Fig. 1). The number of observations for a
space-based detectors can thus be estimated by

Nspace =

ZZ
dzd� R(z) p(�)

dVc(z)

dz

1

1 + z

⇥

���tthr1(�, z)� tthr2(�, z)

��� , (9)

while the detection rate is

rspace =
Nspace

Tobs
. (10)

Let us note that Nspace does not depends on Tobs explicitly,
but only implicitly through the SNR.

C. Multiband detection rate

Finally, we are interested in the combined ground +

space detection rate. In this context, it might desirable
to impose that detections by the two instruments should
happen within a time frame Twait. Longer merger times
are discarded and the effective merger time window is
consequently reduced (cf. Fig. 1). The multiband de-
tection rate is obtained by combining the ground-based
detectability pdet with the space time window, restricted
to merger times smaller than Twait. One obtains

Nmultib = F

ZZ
dzd� R(z) p(�)

dVc(z)

dz

1

1 + z
pdet(�, z)

⇥

���min [tthr1(�, z), Twait]�min [tthr2(�, z), Twait]

��� ,
(11)

where 0  F  1 is the duty cycle of the ground-based
network during the space-mission lifetime. The multiband
detection rate is then given by

rmultib =
Nmultib

F Tobs
. (12)

For simplicity, in the rest of the paper we set F = 1 and
Twait = 5⇥ Tobs unless specified otherwise.
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First, a look at the horizon redshifts
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FIG. 11. Stellar-mass BH binary horizon redshifts zh for ground- and space-based GW detectors as a function of the BH
masses m1 > m2. Top panels are produced assuming LIGO at design sensitivity and the proposed third-generation detection
Cosmic Explorer, together with the standard threshold ⇢thr = 8. Bottom and middle panels show results for the LISA space
mission, assuming different mission duration of Tobs = 4, 10 yr and SNR thresholds ⇢thr = 4, 8. For simplicity, here we assume
nonspinning sources.
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III. PREDICTIONS BASED ON CURRENT DATA

We now present some simple estimates based on the
merger rate measured by LIGO/Virgo using 10 BH bi-
nary detections [43]. The intrinsic merger rate R is
strongly correlated with the parameter distribution p(�).
In this section we only consider nonspinning BHs, i.e.
� = {m1,m2}.

In Ref. [43], two mass distributions p(m1,m2) were
used.

(i) In the first model, primary masses are distributed
according to a Salpeter power law and secondary
masses are distributed uniformly: p(m1) / m

�2.3
1 ,

p(m2|m1) = const. The merger rate was measured
to be R = 57

+40
�25 Gpc�3yr�1 [27] (where errors refer

to 90% credibility and results from two independent
pipelines have been combined).

(ii) In the second model, both masses are distributed
uniformly in log: p(m1,m2) / 1/m1m2. This
choice lowers the measured rate to R = 19

+13
�8.2

Gpc�3yr�1 [27].

We refer to these variations as “powerlaw” and “log”, re-
spectively. For each of these two choices, we take the
median1 as well as the lower and upper edges of the 90%
confidence interval. This results in three estimates for R

that we refer to as “median”, “lower” and “upper”. We
assume m1,m2 2 [5M�, 50M�] as in Ref. [43].

We integrate Eq. (1) with standard Monte-Carlo meth-
ods to obtain detection rates r and number of observa-
tions N for ground-based detectors, space missions and
multiband scenarios. Our results are summarized Fig. 2.
Additional details are reported in Appendix A.

We estimate that LISA will observe 3 � 12 stellar-
mass BH binaries with SNR greater than 8 during its
nominal mission of duration Tobs = 4 yr. An extension to
Tobs = 10 yr will deliver 10� 50 sources in total. As for
multiband detections, a 4 yr (10 yr) LISA mission will
provide forewarnings to ground-based observatories for a
number of events between 0 and 4 (4 and 22). Note that,
in this case, we only consider binaries that merge within
a time Twait = 5⇥ Tobs [cf. Eq. (11)]

Weaker signals could be extracted from the LISA
data stream by leveraging the information provided by
ground-based interferometers [21]. With a lower threshold
⇢LISA > 4, the number of multiband events increases by
about a factor of ⇠ 5. We predict N⇠ 5� 30 (35� 170)
for Tobs = 4 yr (10 yr). While the number of detections
for which LISA will be able to predict the merger time (i.e.
⇢LISA > 8) is compatible with zero in the most pessimistic
cases, our analysis confidently predict multiple binaries

1 Fig. 12 in Ref. [43] suggests that the posterior distribution of R is
approximately log-normal. An estimate of the expectation valuesR
RdR based on the reported 90% confidence interval returns

values within 5% of the medians.
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FIG. 2. Expected detection rates (top) and number of obser-
vations (bottom) of stellar-mass BH binaries observable from
either space-based detectors alone or space- and ground-based
observatories. We consider two possible outcomes of the LISA
mission with duration of 4 and 10 yr, together with current
(LIGO) and future (Cosmic Explorer, “3g”) ground-based in-
struments. We present results obtained by extremizing over
two mass spectra (“powerlaw” and “log”) and three estimate of
the intrinsic merger rate (“lower”, “median”, “upper”); see text
for details. We assume two possible LISA SNR thresholds,
meant to indicate scenarios where multiband detections are
realized first from space and then from the ground (⇢LISA > 8,
blue), or viceversa (⇢LISA > 4, red). The latter case is not
possible for LISA alone unless data analysis techniques dra-
matically improve (gray).

with ⇢LISA > 4 that can be extracted after ground-based
detections have been made.

Interestingly, the noise level of the ground-based in-
strument does not play a role in this estimate. A
“LISA+LIGO” or a “LISA+3g” network will deliver the
same multiband binaries. This feature can be under-
stood in terms of the horizon redshifts of the instruments
involved (cf. Appendix B). LIGO (3g) can observe a
30 + 30M� binary up to z⇠ 1.2 (35), while LISA is re-
stricted to z . 0.4. All the sources that are invisible to
LIGO but will be observed by a third-generation detector
are invisible to LISA as well. Obviously, more sensitive
detectors will allow for more accurate characterizations
of the sources. But regarding multiband detections rates,
second- and third-generation detectors behave essentially
the same.
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FIG. 3. Number of multiband events as a function of the time
lag between space-and ground-based detection. We assume
a LISA mission duration of Tobs = 4 yr (blue) and 10 yr
(red) and a LISA SNR threshold of 8 (solid) and 4 (dashed).
Circles mark our default choice Twait = 5 ⇥ Tobs. Shaded
horizontal lines indicate the number of events predicted by
the LISA mission alone, irrespectively of whether they are
observable from the ground. This figure is produced assuming
the “powerlaw” mass spectrum and the “median” assumption
for the intrinsic merger rate. Results are very similar if LIGO
or a third-generation ground-based detector is considered; for
concreteness, here we use LIGO.

The time lag between ground- and space-based ob-
servations is investigated in Fig. 3, where we show the
number of expected events as a function of Twait. For
very large waiting times, the number of multiband ob-
servations Nmultib approaches the value predicted for the
LISA mission alone Nspace. However, it does not exactly
tend to it because of selection effects in the ground-based
detector: Eq. (9) and Eq. (11) differ by a factor pdet(�, z)
as Twait ! 1. As outlined above, the sensitivity of the
ground-based detector hardly matters and the difference
between Nspace and Nmultib(Twait ! 1) is consequently
very small. Fig. 3 shows that one only needs to wait for
a time comparable to the mission lifetime to observe a
good fraction of the multiband binaries. The number of
observations rises steeply for Twait . Tobs, and then flat-
tens for larger values (our default choice Twait = 5⇥ Tobs

falls in the latter regime). The role of Twait is to filter
out binaries with large merging times (cf. Fig. 1). Those
same binaries do not chirp much and are, therefore, likely
to have SNRs below threshold. In particular, we find
Nmultib(Twait = Tobs)/Nspace ' 10%.

Fig. 4 shows the detectable distributions of total masses
M and redshifts z predicted in these scenarios. A few
interesting trends are present. First, LISA observations
strongly select binaries with total mass M & 60M�. The
GW emission frequency f is related to the total mass

and the binary separation r by f =

p
M/⇡2r3: low-mass

sources emit in the LISA band when their orbital separa-
tion is too large for their GW radiation to be detectable.
Second, all stellar-mass BH binaries detectable by LISA
are relatively local, with redshifts z . 0.1 (cf. Appendix
B). Among all the stellar-mass BH binaries detectable
from the ground, only those with M & 60M� and z . 0.1

are accessible from space.
The case of multiband detections is not only determined

by the LISA sensitivity, but also by the time between the
two sets of observations one is willing to wait. In this
paper, we denote as “multiband” only those binaries for
which space and ground observations are separated at
most by a time Twait (which is set to 50 yr in Fig. 4). The
multiband detection rate is lower than the rate for LISA
alone because binaries with merger time longer than Twait

are discarded.
This feature is particularly evident in the dr/dz distri-

bution (right panels of Fig. 4). For z . 0.02, the LISA
detection rate exceeds that of ground-based detectors.
This might seem counterintuitive at first, but it is ac-
tually expected because binaries spend a longer time at
the low frequencies accessible from space [t / f

�8/3 from
Eq.(6)]. For sources at very low redshifts, the effective
merger time window |tthr1 � tthr2| of Eq. (9) can be as
long as ⇠ 10

4 yr. The threshold Twait largely removes this
effect. If binaries with very long merger time are consid-
ered not interesting, the predicted multiband detection
rate approaches those of ground-based detectors at low
redshifts. As stressed above, the sensitivity of the ground
based interferometer plays a minor role: in other terms,
pdet . 1 whenever Eq. (8) admits roots.

IV. POPULATION SYNTHESIS PREDICTIONS

We now apply our rate analysis to state-of-the-art pop-
ulation synthesis simulations of spinning BH binaries
formed from binary stars. We use publicly available dis-
tributions presented in Refs. [45, 46]. We perform stel-
lar evolutions with the Startrack [47, 48] population-
synthesis code, and add spins in post-processing using the
prescriptions of Refs. [45, 49] and the precession [50]
code.

Among the spin variations presented in Ref. [45], for
simplicity we restrict ourselves to the “time-uniform”
model, i.e. we adopt a physically motivated prescrip-
tion for tidal alignment time scale and we assume that
BH spins are uniformly distributed in magnitude between
zero and the Kerr bound. We vary a single population
parameter, namely the magnitude of the kicks imparted
at BH formation [51]. Natal kicks are distributed ac-
cording to a Maxwellian distribution with 1D dispersion
� 2 [0, 265] km/s, independently of the star’s mass. This
is a simple, one-parameter family of models that allows
us to bracket the expected detection rates [45, 52].

Our dataset contains distributions of BH masses and
spins, i.e. � = {m1,m2,�1,�2}. We integrate Eq. (1)

Merger rates from the LIGO O1+O2 catalog
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FIG. 5. Distribution BH binaries detectable from the ground
as a function of the SNR in LISA. The x-axis shows ⇢LISA

evaluated at Tobs (as a proxy for the strength of the signal),
while the y-axis shows the ground-based detection rate per
bin. Results are presented for a single population synthesis
simulation with supernova kick parameter � = 50 km/s. We
assume a LISA mission duration of Tobs = 4 yr (blue) and
10 yr (red), and compute ground-based selection effects using
either LIGO (solid) or Cosmic Explorer (dashed).

but results would be unchanged if we considered Cosmic
Explorer instead.

Fig. 6 shows the LISA SNR distribution restricted to
those fewer (multiband) sources that are accessible from
both ground and space. As expected, the multiband rate
steeply decreases as the SNR threshold is approached. It
is worth noting, however, that the distributions of Fig. 6
do not present a sharp and unphysical cutoff, but they de-
crease smoothly as ⇢ ! ⇢thr. This is a direct consequence
of the procedure presented in Sec. II: LISA observes for a
time Tobs but, in general, sources will not inspiral all the
way to merger during that time. Their effective SNR is,
therefore, somewhat smaller than ⇢LISA(Tobs).

A summary of these results is presented in Fig. 7,
where we show the cumulative distribution of the num-
ber of multiband events. For this specific model with
� = 50 km/s, a LISA mission of Tobs = 4 (10) yr will
deliver ⇠ 2 (⇠ 20) multiband sources with SNR greater
than 8. About ⇠ 20 (⇠ 130) more sources will be seen
with 4 < ⇢LISA(Tobs) < 8.

We explore the uncertainties of our predictions on
rmultib and Nmultib in Fig. 8, where we vary the strength
of the kicks imparted at BH formation from � = 0 km/s
to 265 km/s [58] (see Appendix A for additional details).
As � increases, more and more binaries are unbound
by supernova explosions, and the detection rate conse-
quently decreases. We report variations of a factor ⇠ 30.
It is worth noting that only moderately extreme cases
(� & 150 km/s, Tobs = 4 yr) present Nmultib < 1. There-

FIG. 6. Distribution of LISA SNRs for multiband BH binaries.
The x-axis shows ⇢LISA evaluated at Tobs (as a proxy for the
strength of the signal), while the y-axis shows the multiband
detection rate per bin. Results are presented for a single
population synthesis simulation with supernova kick parameter
� = 50 km/s. We assume a LISA mission duration of Tobs =
4 yr (blue) and 10 yr (red) and a LISA SNR threshold of
8 (“forewarning”, solid) and 4 (“extracted”, dashed). Results
appear identical if LIGO or a third-generation ground-based
detector is considered. We set Twait = 5⇥ Tobs, i.e. either 20
or 50 yr.

FIG. 7. Cumulative number of expected multiband detections
as a function of the LISA SNR. Results are presented for a
single population synthesis simulation with supernova kick
parameter � = 50 km/s. We assume a LISA mission duration
of Tobs = 4 yr (blue) and 10 yr (red) and a LISA SNR threshold
of 8 (“forewarning”, solid) and 4 (“extracted”, dashed). Results
appear identical if LIGO or a third-generation ground-based
detector is considered. We set Twait = 5⇥ Tobs, i.e. either 20
or 50 yr.
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The SNR threshold…
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Let us assume that the GW signals may be written as

h↵(t) = ⇢ ĥ↵(t) exp(i�s), (1)

where the ĥ↵ are the normalised template waveforms
with |ĥ↵| = 1. A hypothetical template bank {ĥ↵ |↵ =
1, 2, . . . , Nbank} may be constructed spanning all the source
parameters except for the SNR, ⇢, and the phase shift, �s,
which may be searched over for each ĥ↵ at negligible addi-
tional cost. In practice one would not usually use a template
bank to search over the time-of-arrival parameter, as this
can be handled more e�ciently using fast Fourier transform
techniques (Brady et al. 1998); however, for our hypothetical
search it is convenient to imagine treating this the same as
the other parameters.

The detection statistics are the phase-maximised inner
product between the data, s, and the templates,

�↵ = max
�s

hs|ĥ↵i. (2)

When the data contains only stationary, Gaussian noise
(s = n) the statistics �↵ follow a Rayleigh distribution with
probability density

f0(�↵) = �↵ exp

✓
��2

↵

2

◆
, (3)

with �↵ � 0. If a signal is present (s = h↵ + n), the statistic
for the corresponding template follows a Rice distribution
with o↵set ⇢. This has probability density

f1(�↵, ⇢) = �↵ exp

✓
��2

↵ + ⇢2

2

◆
I0(⇢�↵), (4)

where I0 denotes the zeroth-order modified Bessel function
of the first kind.

A detection is claimed if at least one of the �↵ exceed
a predetermined threshold, �thr. This threshold is set by
requiring a certain false-alarm probability:

PF (�thr) =

Z 1

�thr

d�↵ f0(�↵) ) �thr(PF )=
p
�2 lnPF . (5)

A typical1 choice for PF across the bank might be 10�3.
Approximating the statistics {�↵ |↵ = 1, 2, . . . , Nbank} as
independent random variables, the false-alarm probability in
a single template is reduced by a factor Nbank. Hence we set

PF =
10�3

Nbank
. (6)

The detection probability (i.e. the probability that, in
the presence of a signal, the statistic for the corresponding
template exceeds the threshold; �↵ > �thr) is given by

PD(⇢) =

Z 1

�thr

d�↵ f1(�↵, ⇢) ⇡ ⇥(⇢� ⇢thr). (7)

This detection probability rises from zero to unity across a
narrow range �⇢ ⇡ 1 and can be modelled as a Heaviside
step function, ⇥. Here we are assuming that all sources with
⇢ > ⇢thr are recovered whilst all other sources are missed.

The threshold SNR depends on the size of the tem-
plate bank through the trials factor Nbank in Eq. (6); this
dependence is plotted in Fig. 1.

1 For example, Abbott et al. (2016a) use a false-alarm rate
threshold of FAR = 0.01 yr�1 for an observation period of T =
51.5 days. This corresponds to PF = 1� e�T FAR ⇡ 1.4⇥ 10�3.

Figure 1. The threshold SNR as a function of template bank size.
Solid vertical lines indicate the bank sizes for stellar origin black
hole (SOBH) binaries with component masses in the range (5 -
50)M�; these are split into those which merge in < 10 yrs (fast
chirping) and > 10 yrs (slow chirping). The thresholds are ⇢thr⇠ 15
and ⇠ 14 respectively (see Table. 1). For comparison, two other
classes of GW are also indicated. Binary BHs in LIGO/Virgo can
be detected with single-detector SNRs as low as ⇠ 8 using banks
containing ⇠ 4⇥ 105 templates (Dal Canton & Harry 2017; this
number does not include the time-of-arrival parameter; including
this enlarges the e↵ective size of the bank by a factor of ⇠ 103,
the number of cycles in a typical template). At the other extreme,
EMRIs in LISA have ⇢thr & 16 and would require very large
template banks (Chua et al. 2017). As discussed in the text,
we do not propose to actually use such huge template banks in
practical searches; these are estimates of the numbers required by
a hypothetical, optimal search and provide lower bounds on the
threshold for a practical, possibly suboptimal search.

The above discussion considered an idealised template
bank search and gave no consideration to computational
costs. Some of the template banks indicated in Fig. 1 are
far too large to be practically implemented. In those cases
it is necessary to use an alternative procedure. For example,
when searching for extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) in
LISA data, a semi-coherent search strategy has been pro-
posed (Gair et al. 2004) that involves splitting the data
into segments, searching each segment separately with small
template banks, and combining the results into an overall de-
tection statistic. Multiband binaries might require a similar
approach. This computationally viable alternative is neces-
sarily suboptimal compared to a full template bank search
and this can further raise the EMRI detection threshold from
⇢thr⇠ 16 to & 20 (Chua et al. 2017). The results in Fig. 1
should be interpreted as estimates of the threshold SNR for
an idealised template bank search which is a lower bound on
the threshold for practical searches.

3 THE SIZE OF THE TEMPLATE BANK

Let us now estimate the size of the template bank Nbank

required to detect stellar-mass BH binaries with LISA. We
consider the following parameters

�µ2{lnm1, lnm2, cos ✓N ,�N , cos ✓L,�L, e
2
0,�e,�e↵ , tmerger} ,

where mi is the mass of object i, ✓N and �N are angles
describing the source’s sky location, ✓L and �L are angles
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EMRIs in LISA have ⇢thr & 16 and would require very large
template banks (Chua et al. 2017). As discussed in the text,
we do not propose to actually use such huge template banks in
practical searches; these are estimates of the numbers required by
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bank search and gave no consideration to computational
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far too large to be practically implemented. In those cases
it is necessary to use an alternative procedure. For example,
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posed (Gair et al. 2004) that involves splitting the data
into segments, searching each segment separately with small
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tection statistic. Multiband binaries might require a similar
approach. This computationally viable alternative is neces-
sarily suboptimal compared to a full template bank search
and this can further raise the EMRI detection threshold from
⇢thr⇠ 16 to & 20 (Chua et al. 2017). The results in Fig. 1
should be interpreted as estimates of the threshold SNR for
an idealised template bank search which is a lower bound on
the threshold for practical searches.
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tional cost. In practice one would not usually use a template
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search it is convenient to imagine treating this the same as
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step function, ⇥. Here we are assuming that all sources with
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tional cost. In practice one would not usually use a template
bank to search over the time-of-arrival parameter, as this
can be handled more e�ciently using fast Fourier transform
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search it is convenient to imagine treating this the same as
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Figure 1. The threshold SNR as a function of template bank size.
Solid vertical lines indicate the bank sizes for stellar origin black
hole (SOBH) binaries with component masses in the range (5 -
50) M�; these are split into those which merge in < 10 yrs (fast
chirping) and > 10 yrs (slow chirping). The thresholds are ⇢thr⇠ 15
and ⇠ 14 respectively (see Table. 1). For comparison, two other
classes of GW are also indicated. Binary BHs in LIGO/Virgo can
be detected with single-detector SNRs as low as ⇠ 8 using banks
containing ⇠ 4 ⇥ 105 templates (Dal Canton & Harry 2017; this
number does not include the time-of-arrival parameter; including
this enlarges the e↵ective size of the bank by a factor of ⇠ 103,
the number of cycles in a typical template). At the other extreme,
EMRIs in LISA have ⇢thr & 16 and would require very large
template banks (Chua et al. 2017). As discussed in the text,
we do not propose to actually use such huge template banks in
practical searches; these are estimates of the numbers required by
a hypothetical, optimal search and provide lower bounds on the
threshold for a practical, possibly suboptimal search.

The above discussion considered an idealised template
bank search and gave no consideration to computational
costs. Some of the template banks indicated in Fig. 1 are
far too large to be practically implemented. In those cases
it is necessary to use an alternative procedure. For example,
when searching for extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) in
LISA data, a semi-coherent search strategy has been pro-
posed (Gair et al. 2004) that involves splitting the data
into segments, searching each segment separately with small
template banks, and combining the results into an overall de-
tection statistic. Multiband binaries might require a similar
approach. This computationally viable alternative is neces-
sarily suboptimal compared to a full template bank search
and this can further raise the EMRI detection threshold from
⇢thr⇠ 16 to & 20 (Chua et al. 2017). The results in Fig. 1
should be interpreted as estimates of the threshold SNR for
an idealised template bank search which is a lower bound on
the threshold for practical searches.
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Let us now estimate the size of the template bank Nbank

required to detect stellar-mass BH binaries with LISA. We
consider the following parameters
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where mi is the mass of object i, ✓N and �N are angles
describing the source’s sky location, ✓L and �L are angles
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describing the direction of the sources orbital angular mo-
mentum, e0 is the eccentricity at t = 0, �e is the argument of
periastron at t = 0, �e↵ is the e↵ective spin parameter, and
tmerger is the time to merger from t = 0. The LISA mission
starts collecting data at t = 0.

We adopt a conservative approach and do not include
spin components other than �e↵ when estimating the size
of the bank. If these parameters are significant for a frac-
tion of the source population– in particular systems with
small tmerger (Mangiagli et al. 2019)– they will provide an
additional contribution to the overall size of the bank.

The Fisher matrix

�µ⌫ =

*
@ĥ
@�µ

���
@ĥ
@�⌫

+
(8)

provides a natural metric on the parameter space to guide
where templates should be placed (Owen 1996; Owen &
Sathyaprakash 1999). The diagonal components of � are
the squared reciprocals of the natural length scale for the
separation of the templates along each parameter direction.
In order to ensure that there is always at least one template
along each dimension; we employ a modified Fisher matrix

�̃µ⌫ = max

✓
�µ⌫ ,

�µ⌫

[��µ]2

◆
, (9)

where ��µ is the prior range on the parameter �µ. This
modification is only important for parameters which have
very little e↵ect on the waveform (e.g. �e↵ for systems far
from merger).

The total number of templates in the bank is found
by integrating over the parameter space (Gair et al. 2004;
Cornish & Porter 2005)

Nbank ⇡
Z

d�
p

det �̃ . (10)

The square root of det �̃ gives the template number density
required such that the mismatch between adjacent templates
is ⇠ 50%. This mismatch is larger than that used in practical
searches (Usman et al. 2016; Messick et al. 2017), but here
serves to estimate the number of independent templates in
the bank, as required by Eq. (6).

We evaluate this integral using Monte Carlo integration.
We use templates described by Klein et al. (2018), setting the
spins to Si = m2

i�e↵L̂. We compute the determinant of the
Fisher matrices using the noise curve given by Robson et al.
(2019), being careful to remove near-singular matrices. We
focus on binaries observed by LIGO/Virgo and set m1,m2 2
[5M�, 50M�] (Abbott et al. 2018a). We consider both fast-
(0 < tmerger < 10 yr) and slow-chirping (10 yr< tmerger <
100 yr) sources and set a range of eccentricities 0 < e0 < 0.4.

Our results are presented in Table 1. We find SNR thresh-
olds for fast chirping binaries between 14.9 . ⇢thr . 15.4.
Slow chirping sources, on the other hand, are easier to detect;
we find 13.5 . ⇢thr . 13.9. The lower (upper) edge of these
ranges correspond to heavier (lighter) systems, with fewer
(more) cycles in band. These estimates are significantly higher
than the threshold ⇢thr⇠ 8 typically used in the literature.

We stress that the dependency of ⇢thr on Nbank in Fig. 1
is rather flat. Although tweaking the parameter ranges to
be covered by a search changes the number of templates
required, it has only a modest impact on the threshold SNR.

m1, m2 [M�] N
(fast)
bank N

(slow)
bank ⇢

(fast)
thr ⇢

(slow)
thr

5�50 1040.6 1031.5 15.4 13.9

10�50 1038.4 1030.5 15.1 13.7

20�50 1037.5 1029.8 14.9 13.5

archival 1011.7 – 9.4 –

Table 1. Total e↵ective number of templates in the bank and
corresponding threshold SNR. We consider di↵erent lower-mass
limits, as well as a representative archival search for a GW150914-
like event. Superscripts (fast) and (slow) correspond to fast- (0 <
tmerger < 10 yr) and slow-chirping (10 yr < tmerger < 100 yr)
binaries, respectively. The results for the row highlighted in gray
are shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Archival searches

Revisiting past LISA data in light of ground-based observa-
tions is a promising avenue to detected more events (Wong
et al. 2018). In such a scenario, the targeted template bank
can be restricted given prior knowledge on the source. For
concreteness, we consider an archival search corresponding
to a GW150914-like event detected by a third generation
ground-based detector 4 years after the start of the LISA
mission. The integral in Eq. (10) is computed restricting its
parameter range to the measurements errors of GW150914
(Abbott et al. 2016b) reduced by a factor of 10. We also as-
sume a perfect measurement of tmerger and do not integrate
over it. Prior information from the ground allows to decrease
the size of the template bank by a factor of ⇠ 1029, reducing
the threshold to ⇢thr ' 9.4 (Table 1).

Wong et al. (2018) considered simulated LISA triggers
and also found an improvement of a factor of ⇠ 2 in ⇢thr for
archival searches. Our results are largely consistent with this
improvement factor.

4 NUMBER OF MULTIBAND EVENTS

We now assess the impact of our revised SNR threshold on a
simple, but realistic astrophysical population of stellar-mass
BH binaries. Our procedure closely mirrors that of Gerosa
et al. (2019), to which we refer for further details.

The number of multiband detections is estimated by

Nmultib =

Z
dz d⇣ d✓ dtmerger R(z) p(⇣)p(✓)

dVc(z)
dz

1
1 + z

⇥

⇥[⇢(⇣, ✓, tmerger) � ⇢thr] F pdet(⇣, z)⇥(Twait � tmerger) . (11)

Here ⇣ collectively denotes BH masses, spins, and binary
eccentricity, p(⇣) is their probability distribution function,
z is the redshift, Vc is the comoving volume, R(z) is the
intrinsic merger rate density, ✓ collectively denotes the angles
✓N , �N , ✓L and �L, and p(✓) is the corresponding probability
distribution function.

For simplicity, we consider non-spinning BHs on quasi-
circular orbits, i.e. ⇣ = {m1,m2}. We assume m1,m2 2
[5M�, 50M�] distributed according to p(m1) / m�2.3

1 and
p(m2|m1) = const. For this mass spectrum, Abbott et al.
(2018a) measured R = 57+40

�25 Gpc�3yr�1. We stress that
uncertainties in both R and p(⇣) a↵ect our predictions.

Gerosa et al. (2019) used a sky-averaged LISA noise
curve to compute SNRs. Here we perform a more generic
calculation where we compute ⇢ as a function of ✓. This
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allows us to capture individual events that are expected to
be above threshold only for favorable orientations or positions
in the sky. We use the low-frequency LISA response by Cutler
(1998) and waveforms by Santamaŕıa et al. (2010). Binaries
are distributed uniformly in cos ✓N , �N , cos ✓L and �L. The
initial frequency is set by tmerger. LISA SNRs are computed
using the mission specification of Robson et al. (2019) and a
mission duration Tobs of 4 or 10 yrs. Events are then selected
using a cut in SNR at ⇢thr.

The term pdet(⇣, z) in Eq. (11) encodes selection e↵ects
of the ground based detector, and is estimated using the
single-detector approximation by Finn & Cherno↵ (1993).
As stressed by Gerosa et al. (2019), the multiband detec-
tion rate is largely independent of the specifications of the
ground-based network. For concreteness we assume a LIGO
instrument at design sensitivity (Abbott et al. 2018b), but we
have also verified that identical results are obtained if a third
generation detector is used instead. For multiband scenarios,
one might be interested only in binaries merging within a
given timeframe Twait, and thus limit the detection rate to
sources with tmerger < Twait. For simplicity, we assume a
ground-based network with a duty cycle F = 1.

Figure 2 shows the number of multiband detections
merging within Twait = 10 yr as a function of the SNR
threshold. Multiband sources will be restricted to the the
local Universe, where the probability distribution function
of the SNRs assumes the universal form p(⇢) / ⇢�4 (Schutz
2011; Chen & Holz 2014). The number of detections above
threshold, therefore, scales as

N(⇢thr) /
Z

⇢>⇢thr

1
⇢4

/ 1
⇢3thr

. (12)

This severe scaling means that even a modest increase of the
threshold SNR can push the number of sources below unity.
Unfortunately, this turns out to be the case in most of these
models. Using ⇢thr = 15, we predict LISA will not provide
forewarnings to ground-based detectors for this population
of stellar-mass BHs.

As shown in Sec. 3, archival searches require smaller
template banks, lowering the SNR threshold to ⇠ 9. In this
case, we find 0.5 . Nmultib . 2. Revisiting past LISA data,
as first put forward by Wong et al. (2018), might well be our
only chance to observe stellar-mass BH binaries with LISA.

Some events from the population of binaries in the early
inspiral might also be above threshold (Fig. 3). If the mission
is long enough, we find that a few sources with merger times
tmerger . 100 yr will be observable by LISA. For these slowly
chirping signals, LISA will be able to provide forewarnings
of a small number of events a very long time into the future.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this letter we have considered the LISA detectability
of BH binaries with component masses in the range (5�
50)M�.We find that, due to the complexity of the signal
space, an idealised template bank search has a threshold
SNR of ⇢thr ⇡ 14� 15. This is significantly higher than
previous assumed. Because the expected number of events
scales as ⇢�3

thr, our revised estimate implies that LISA might
not provide forewarnings for any ground-based detectors
within a 10 yr timescale. From a data analysis perspective,
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Figure 2. Number of stellar-mass BH binaries jointly detectable
by the LISA space mission and ground-based interferometers as
a function of the threshold SNR. Blue (red) curves assume a
LISA mission duration Tobs = 4 yr (10 yr). We only consider
binaries merging within Twait = 10 yr. For each set of parame-
ters, the shaded areas captures the current uncertainties in the
local BH merger rate; in particular, we set R = 97 Gpc�3yr�1

(32 Gpc�3yr�1) for the upper (lower) line in each set. Vertical
solid lines mark the SNR thresholds estimated in this letter for
both forewarnings (⇢thr⇠ 15, c.f. Fig. 3) and targeted archival
searches (⇢thr⇠ 9).

Figure 3. Number of stellar-mass BH binaries merging within
Twait observable by LISA with ⇢ � 15. Blue (red) curves assume
a LISA mission duration Tobs = 4 yr (10 yr). For each set of
parameters, the shaded areas captures the current uncertainties in
the local BH merger rate; in particular, we set R = 97 Gpc�3yr�1

(32 Gpc�3yr�1) for the upper (lower) line in each set. The vertical
line marks Twait = 10yr, as used in Fig. 2.

stellar-mass BH binaries in LISA are in some respects more
similar to EMRIs than to LIGO/Virgo binary BHs. Our
estimate applies to an optimal template-bank search; in
practice, a sub-optimal approach may be required, further
raising ⇢thr.

Because the expected numbers of events is so low, it is
crucial to maximise our sensitivity to these events using all
the tools at our disposal. Figure 3 shows the importance of
a long mission duration. With T = 4 yrs, LISA might not
be able to provide forewarnings even 100 yrs into the future.
Conversely, a 10 yr mission might deliver a few sources with
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The term pdet(⇣, z) in Eq. (11) encodes selection e↵ects
of the ground based detector, and is estimated using the
single-detector approximation by Finn & Cherno↵ (1993).
As stressed by Gerosa et al. (2019), the multiband detec-
tion rate is largely independent of the specifications of the
ground-based network. For concreteness we assume a LIGO
instrument at design sensitivity (Abbott et al. 2018b), but we
have also verified that identical results are obtained if a third
generation detector is used instead. For multiband scenarios,
one might be interested only in binaries merging within a
given timeframe Twait, and thus limit the detection rate to
sources with tmerger < Twait. For simplicity, we assume a
ground-based network with a duty cycle F = 1.

Figure 2 shows the number of multiband detections
merging within Twait = 10 yr as a function of the SNR
threshold. Multiband sources will be restricted to the the
local Universe, where the probability distribution function
of the SNRs assumes the universal form p(⇢) / ⇢�4 (Schutz
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This severe scaling means that even a modest increase of the
threshold SNR can push the number of sources below unity.
Unfortunately, this turns out to be the case in most of these
models. Using ⇢thr = 15, we predict LISA will not provide
forewarnings to ground-based detectors for this population
of stellar-mass BHs.

As shown in Sec. 3, archival searches require smaller
template banks, lowering the SNR threshold to ⇠ 9. In this
case, we find 0.5 . Nmultib . 2. Revisiting past LISA data,
as first put forward by Wong et al. (2018), might well be our
only chance to observe stellar-mass BH binaries with LISA.

Some events from the population of binaries in the early
inspiral might also be above threshold (Fig. 3). If the mission
is long enough, we find that a few sources with merger times
tmerger . 100 yr will be observable by LISA. For these slowly
chirping signals, LISA will be able to provide forewarnings
of a small number of events a very long time into the future.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this letter we have considered the LISA detectability
of BH binaries with component masses in the range (5�
50)M�.We find that, due to the complexity of the signal
space, an idealised template bank search has a threshold
SNR of ⇢thr ⇡ 14 � 15. This is significantly higher than
previous assumed. Because the expected number of events
scales as ⇢�3

thr, our revised estimate implies that LISA might
not provide forewarnings for any ground-based detectors
within a 10 yr timescale. From a data analysis perspective,

Figure 2. Number of stellar-mass BH binaries jointly detectable
by the LISA space mission and ground-based interferometers as
a function of the threshold SNR. Blue (red) curves assume a
LISA mission duration Tobs = 4 yr (10 yr). We only consider
binaries merging within Twait = 10 yr. For each set of parame-
ters, the shaded areas captures the current uncertainties in the
local BH merger rate; in particular, we set R = 97 Gpc�3yr�1

(32 Gpc�3yr�1) for the upper (lower) line in each set. Vertical
solid lines mark the SNR thresholds estimated in this letter for
both forewarnings (⇢thr⇠ 15, c.f. Fig. 3) and targeted archival
searches (⇢thr⇠ 9).

Figure 3. Number of stellar-mass BH binaries merging within
Twait observable by LISA with ⇢ � 15. Blue (red) curves assume
a LISA mission duration Tobs = 4 yr (10 yr). For each set of
parameters, the shaded areas captures the current uncertainties in
the local BH merger rate; in particular, we set R = 97 Gpc�3yr�1

(32 Gpc�3yr�1) for the upper (lower) line in each set. The vertical
line marks Twait = 10yr, as used in Fig. 2.

stellar-mass BH binaries in LISA are in some respects more
similar to EMRIs than to LIGO/Virgo binary BHs. Our
estimate applies to an optimal template-bank search; in
practice, a sub-optimal approach may be required, further
raising ⇢thr.

Because the expected numbers of events is so low, it is
crucial to maximise our sensitivity to these events using all
the tools at our disposal. Figure 3 shows the importance of
a long mission duration. With T = 4 yrs, LISA might not
be able to provide forewarnings even 100 yrs into the future.
Conversely, a 10 yr mission might deliver a few sources with
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• Revisit past LISA data 
• BHs of 100 solar masses 
• Better performance at high 

frequency (here conservative) 
• A population of events 

merging in a very long time 

Possible ways out



1.  Multiband prospects 
2.  How many? 
3.  Detectability (signal-to-noise ratio threshold) 
4.  Optimizing LIGO with LISA

Outline
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Can we get ready?
Suppose we know a source is coming in 
Can we maximize the scientific return of the ground-based observations? 

Easy: make sure ground-based detectors are operating. 
Plan detector upgrades and duty cycle accordingly. 
Hard: change the optical configuration of the ground-
based interferometer targeting that specific GW source. 
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FIG. 1. GW amplitude
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p
f of a black-hole binary

source similar to GW150914 compared to the noise curvesp
Sn of LISA [37], LIGO [38], and a planned 3rd-generation

detector [39] (both in their broadband configurations and with
narrowband tunings). Optimized narrowbanding enhances
(decreases) the detector sensitivity around the frequency f33
(f22) of the first subdominant (dominant) mode of the BH
ringdown. The BH binary waveform is generated using the
approximant of [40] with m1 +m2 = 65M�, q = 0.8, D = 410
Mpc, ◆ = 150� assuming optimal orientation (✓ = � =  = 0).

dominant mode. The latter is likely going to be too weak
to perform BH spectroscopy. Optimized narrowband tun-
ings can boost the detectability of the weaker mode at the
expense of the rest of the signal, making BH spectroscopy
possible.

This paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and III we
introduce BH spectroscopy and narrowband tunings, re-
spectively. Our results are illustrated in Sec. IV. We draw
our conclusions in Sec. V. Hereafter, we use geometric
units c = G = 1.

II. BLACK-HOLE SPECTROSCOPY

A. Black-hole ringdown

Let us consider a perturbed BH with detector-frame
mass M and dimensionless spin j. GW emission during
ringdown can be described by a superposition of damped
sinusoids, labeled by l � 2, 0  |m|  l and n � 0 [41].
For simplicity, we only consider the fundamental overtone
n = 0.

Each mode is described by its frequency !lm and decay
time ⌧lm. The GW strain can be written as [42, 43],

h(t) =
X

l,m>0

Blme�t/⌧lm cos (!lmt+ �lm) , (1)

Blm =
↵lmM

D

q�
F+Y lm

+

�2
+
�
F⇥Y lm

⇥
�2

, (2)

�lm = �lm +m� + arctan

✓
F⇥Y lm

⇥
F+Y lm

+

◆
, (3)

Y lm
+,⇥(◆) = �2Ylm(◆,�=0)± (�1)l�2

Yl�m(◆,�=0) , (4)

where ↵lm and �lm are the mode amplitudes and phases,
D is the luminosity distance to the source, �2Ylm(◆,�)
are the spin-weighted spherical harmonics, F+,⇥(✓,�, )
are the single-detector antenna patterns [44]. The angles
◆ and � describe the orientation of the BH, with ◆ (�)
being the polar (azimuthal) angle of the wave propagation
direction measured with respect to the BH spin axis. In
the conventions of [45, 46], the frequency-domain strain
reads,

h̃(f) =
X

l,m>0

Blm
�!lm sin �lm + (1/⌧lm � i!) cos �lm

!2

lm � !2 + 1/⌧2lm � 2i!/⌧lm
,

(5)
where f = !/2⇡ is the GW frequency.

The dominant mode corresponds to l=2, m=2 (here-
after “22”), while the first subdominant is usually l=3,
m=3 (hereafter “33”). Other modes might sometimes be
stronger than the 33 mode for specific sources. For in-
stance, the 33-mode is suppressed for q ' 1 or sin ◆ ' 0
(e.g [33, 47, 48]). Here we perform a simple two-mode
analysis considering the 22 and 33 modes only. Strictly
speaking, the ringdown modes have angular distributions
described by spheriodal, instead of spherical harmonics.
However, for the final black-hole spins we consider, the
22 and 33 spin-weighted spherical harmonics have more
than 99% overlap with the corresponding spin-weighted
spheroidal harmonics [49, 50], which is accurate enough
for this study.1 For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to
non-spinning binary BHs with source-frame masses m1

and m2; we address the impact of this assumption in
Sec. V. Redshifted masses mi(1 + z) are computed from
the luminosity distance D using the Planck cosmology
[51]. Mass M and spin j of the post-merger BH are
estimated using fits to numerical relativity simulations
[52, 53] as implemented in Refs. [54]. Quasi-normal fre-
quencies !lm and decay times ⌧lm are estimated from [29].
We estimate the excitation amplitudes ↵lm given the mass
ratio q = m2/m1  1 of the merging binary using the
expressions reported by [43]. BH ringdown parameter
estimation has been shown to depend very weakly on the
phase offsets �lm [29], which we thus set to 0 for simplicity
(cf. also [55]).

1 We do note that, for the final black-hole spins we are consider-
ing, �2S22 and �2Y32 have overlap between 0.05 and 0.1, which
does cause the 22 ringdown mode to show up significantly in
the spherical-harmonic mode h32. This is nevertheless consis-
tent with the 99% overlap between �2Y22 and �2S22, becauseP

l0 |h�2Yl0m|�2Slmi|2 = 1.
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Black-hole spectroscopy
Testing the Kerr nature of astrophysical BHs with their ringdown emission

Inspiral Merger
Ringdown

Analytical meets numerical relativity 2

Inspiral Merger Ringdown
post-Newtonian (PN) theory no analyt. model perturbation theory
E↵ective-one-body (EOB)

Numerical Relativity (NR)

Figure 1. The dominant spherical harmonic mode of the gravitational wave signal of two
coalescing (nonspinning) BHs as a function of time. The different approximation schemes and
their range of validity are indicated. Wavy lines illustrate the regime close to merger where
analytical methods have to be bridged by NR.

Without further information, however, all these analytical schemes break down at some
point prior to the merger of both BHs, and a second approach has to be used to model the
dynamics from the late inspiral through the merger: numerical relativity (NR). In NR, the
full Einstein equations are usually solved discretely on a finite grid that is adapted to the
movement of the two bodies, and the resolution in space and time is chosen fine enough to
obtain a converging result. The GW content is extracted at finite radii and then extrapolated to
infinity, or it is directly extracted at null infinity via Cauchy-characteristic extraction [14, 15].
For current overviews of the field see for example [16–20].

Both numerical and analytical approaches have their limitations. The PN-based formu-
lations are, by construction, not valid throughout the entire coalescence process; NR relies on
computationally very expensive simulations that become increasingly challenging (and time-
consuming) with larger initial separations, higher spin magnitudes of the BHs and higher
mass-ratios q = m1/m2 (mi are the masses of the individual BHs and we use the convention
m1 � m2). Thus, to build models of the complete inspiral, merger and ringdown signal, one
has to combine information from both analytical and numerical approximations. See Fig. 1
for an illustration of the dominant harmonic mode of a nonspinning binary.

These ‘complete’ waveforms are indispensable to perfect current search strategies. They
constitute our best and most complete approximation of the real signals that we are trying to
detect, which makes them ideal target waveforms in a simulated search to test existing analysis
algorithms. The Numerical INJection Analysis (NINJA) project [21, 22] is dedicated to that
question. The other important application of complete waveforms is to derive an analytical
model from them which leads to an improved template bank in the search. The improvement
manifests itself, e.g., in a wider detection range and a more accurate extraction of the physical
information encoded in the signals. Ongoing searches with such templates in LIGO data are
summarized for instance in [23].

This paper briefly describes the efforts to build complete waveform models by combining
analytical approximants and NR into individual signals and eventually entire waveform fami-
lies. Our focus then turns to the question of how reliable and accurate such final models are.
After all, one expects (and finds) a smooth connection between the two parts of a supposedly
common GW signal, but the use in actual analysis algorithms of GW interferometers requires
a much deeper error analysis with a quantitative understanding of the uncertainty introduced
in the modelling process.

=+ + …
Dominant mode First subdominant Infinitely many Ringdown signal

(f, ⌧) ! (M, j) (f, ⌧) ! (M, j)

In GR, Kerr BHs only have mass M and spin j 

That’s challenging! Subdominant modes are weak. Many ideas...

Measurement of one mode is an estimate of (M,j) 
Measurement of any additional mode is a test of the theory 

Berti+ 2016, Maselli+2017, Baibhav+2018, Yang+ 2017, Geisler+ 2019



Atom’s spectral lines: identify elements 
and test quantum mechanics 

Xkcd

=+

Quasi-normal modes: probe the 
nature of BHs and test gravity

Detwiler+ 1980

Black-hole spectroscopy



Optimizing LIGO for BH science

Adhikari 2014

Optimizing the quantum noise contribution
• Input optical power 
• Signal recycling mirror transmissivity 
• Cavity tuning phases 
• Squeeze factors 
• etc…

eter and lost. A mirror located between the beam splitter and the 

output port will either decrease or increase the detection bandwidth, 

depending on the reflectivity and microscopic position of the mirror. 

Signal recycling refers to a decrease in detection bandwidth and an 

increase in peak sensitivity.  Resonant sideband extraction (RSE), on 

the other hand, makes the detector more broadband at the expense 

of peak sensitivity.

Resonant sideband extraction facilitates high stored arm power with 

only minimal power recycling. This reduces power absorption of the 

beam splitter and input test masses. The narrow-band arm cavities 

then accomplish most of the power recycling, and RSE allows the de-

tection bandwidth to remain broad.

In a 1993 publication, Mizuno and coauthors warn the reader against 

confusion of RSE with signal recycling. This warning was not heeded 

when the Advanced LIGO subsystems were being named! It may come 

as a surprise to some members of the collaboration to learn that the 

technique used in Advanced LIGO is RSE, not signal recycling.  In com-

bination with each other, recycling and extraction techniques provide 

designers of gravitational wave interferometers with several indepen-

dent knobs to tune the interferometer’s optical sensitivity.

How does it Work? Signal Liberation

Gravitational wave interferometers are incredibly complicated ma-

chines with multitudes of possible configurations. The sheer number of 

parameters necessary to describe a particular configuration is daunting. 

Despite the high dimensionality of the configuration space, the peak 

strain sensitivity of the interferometer related to the optical system 

depends on just three parameters: the laser wavelength, the detection 

bandwidth of the interferometer, and the total light energy stored in 

the system. Collectively known as the Mizuno limit, these factors moti-

vate our choice of optical parameters in order to optimize the interfer-

ometer’s sensitivity to gravitational waves.  

The Fabry-Perot arms of LIGO’s interferometers consist of a partially 

transmissive input test mass (ITM) and a highly reflective end test mass. 

The arms enhance the gravitational wave signal by forcing the light to 

circulate many times before detection (see How does it work? An opti-

cal cavity, LIGO Magazine Issue 1). From the point of view of the Mizuno 

limit, a change in ITM reflectivity modifies both the amount of stored 

light energy and the detection bandwidth. However with the use of ad-

ditional partially transmissive optics at the input and output ports of 

the interferometer, it is possible to adjust the stored energy and de-

tection bandwidth independently. A power recycling mirror located 

between the beam splitter and the laser can increase the stored energy 

by recycling light that would normally be reflected by the interferom-

Nicolas Smith

32

As an example of narrow-banding, 
here we explore cavity detuning

This is probably very hard in practice 
(tested on the 40m prototype)

LIGO magazine

Ward 2010

… this is LIGO for a theorist like me

Previous explorations:
• NS post-merger signals 
• Stochastic background

Hughes 2002, Miao+ 2017, Martynov+ 2019
Tao Christernsen 2018

Advanced LIGO noise budget
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FIG. 1. GW amplitude
p
Sh = 2|h̃|

p
f of a black-hole binary

source similar to GW150914 compared to the noise curvesp
Sn of LISA [37], LIGO [38], and a planned 3rd-generation

detector [39] (both in their broadband configurations and with
narrowband tunings). Optimized narrowbanding enhances
(decreases) the detector sensitivity around the frequency f33
(f22) of the first subdominant (dominant) mode of the BH
ringdown. The BH binary waveform is generated using the
approximant of [40] with m1 +m2 = 65M�, q = 0.8, D = 410
Mpc, ◆ = 150� assuming optimal orientation (✓ = � =  = 0).

dominant mode. The latter is likely going to be too weak
to perform BH spectroscopy. Optimized narrowband tun-
ings can boost the detectability of the weaker mode at the
expense of the rest of the signal, making BH spectroscopy
possible.

This paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and III we
introduce BH spectroscopy and narrowband tunings, re-
spectively. Our results are illustrated in Sec. IV. We draw
our conclusions in Sec. V. Hereafter, we use geometric
units c = G = 1.

II. BLACK-HOLE SPECTROSCOPY

A. Black-hole ringdown

Let us consider a perturbed BH with detector-frame
mass M and dimensionless spin j. GW emission during
ringdown can be described by a superposition of damped
sinusoids, labeled by l � 2, 0  |m|  l and n � 0 [41].
For simplicity, we only consider the fundamental overtone
n = 0.

Each mode is described by its frequency !lm and decay
time ⌧lm. The GW strain can be written as [42, 43],

h(t) =
X

l,m>0

Blme�t/⌧lm cos (!lmt+ �lm) , (1)

Blm =
↵lmM

D

q�
F+Y lm

+

�2
+
�
F⇥Y lm

⇥
�2

, (2)

�lm = �lm +m� + arctan

✓
F⇥Y lm

⇥
F+Y lm

+

◆
, (3)

Y lm
+,⇥(◆) = �2Ylm(◆,�=0)± (�1)l�2

Yl�m(◆,�=0) , (4)

where ↵lm and �lm are the mode amplitudes and phases,
D is the luminosity distance to the source, �2Ylm(◆,�)
are the spin-weighted spherical harmonics, F+,⇥(✓,�, )
are the single-detector antenna patterns [44]. The angles
◆ and � describe the orientation of the BH, with ◆ (�)
being the polar (azimuthal) angle of the wave propagation
direction measured with respect to the BH spin axis. In
the conventions of [45, 46], the frequency-domain strain
reads,

h̃(f) =
X

l,m>0

Blm
�!lm sin �lm + (1/⌧lm � i!) cos �lm

!2

lm � !2 + 1/⌧2lm � 2i!/⌧lm
,

(5)
where f = !/2⇡ is the GW frequency.

The dominant mode corresponds to l=2, m=2 (here-
after “22”), while the first subdominant is usually l=3,
m=3 (hereafter “33”). Other modes might sometimes be
stronger than the 33 mode for specific sources. For in-
stance, the 33-mode is suppressed for q ' 1 or sin ◆ ' 0
(e.g [33, 47, 48]). Here we perform a simple two-mode
analysis considering the 22 and 33 modes only. Strictly
speaking, the ringdown modes have angular distributions
described by spheriodal, instead of spherical harmonics.
However, for the final black-hole spins we consider, the
22 and 33 spin-weighted spherical harmonics have more
than 99% overlap with the corresponding spin-weighted
spheroidal harmonics [49, 50], which is accurate enough
for this study.1 For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to
non-spinning binary BHs with source-frame masses m1

and m2; we address the impact of this assumption in
Sec. V. Redshifted masses mi(1 + z) are computed from
the luminosity distance D using the Planck cosmology
[51]. Mass M and spin j of the post-merger BH are
estimated using fits to numerical relativity simulations
[52, 53] as implemented in Refs. [54]. Quasi-normal fre-
quencies !lm and decay times ⌧lm are estimated from [29].
We estimate the excitation amplitudes ↵lm given the mass
ratio q = m2/m1  1 of the merging binary using the
expressions reported by [43]. BH ringdown parameter
estimation has been shown to depend very weakly on the
phase offsets �lm [29], which we thus set to 0 for simplicity
(cf. also [55]).

1 We do note that, for the final black-hole spins we are consider-
ing, �2S22 and �2Y32 have overlap between 0.05 and 0.1, which
does cause the 22 ringdown mode to show up significantly in
the spherical-harmonic mode h32. This is nevertheless consis-
tent with the 99% overlap between �2Y22 and �2S22, becauseP

l0 |h�2Yl0m|�2Slmi|2 = 1.
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Better catch a feature of the signal somewhere in frequency 



What should we optimize for?

3

configuration corresponds to TSRM = 0.2, �SRM = 0 and
�hd = ⇡/2. The broadband noise curves reported by
[57, 58] are reproduced within � logSn/ logSn . 0.2%
throughout the entire frequency band.

Mode Consistency– The main idea behind BH spec-
troscopy is to assume that quasi-normal modes frequen-
cies !lm and decay times ⌧lm depend separately on M
and j, and then look for consistencies between the dif-
ferent estimates1. Considering the 22 and 33 modes
only, one can write the waveform as h = h22(M22, j22) +
h33(M33, j33) and use data to estimate the parameters
� = {M22, j22,M33, j33}. Here we present results of a
Fisher analysis, which provide a conservative lower bound
on the standard deviations [59] (but see [60]). The Fisher
information matrix is defined as �ij = (@h̃/@�i|@h̃/@�j),
where parenthesis indicate the standard noise-weighted
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main point of our analysis. In the standard broadband
configuration, the 22 mode is observed very well, thus
resulting in a small confidence region. At the same time,
the 33 mode is observed poorly resulting in a large ellipse.
As in the case of current events [63], this is roughly equiv-
alent to a single measurement of M and j based on the 22
mode only, rather than a test of the theory. Narrowband
tunings boost the detectability of the 33 mode, while
marginally reducing that of the dominant 22 excitation.
Consequently, the two confidence ellipses are more similar
to each other, resulting in a more powerful constraint of
the Kerr metric. For this specific source, narrowband
tunings boost prospects to perform BH spectroscopy from
�GR = 0.06 to �GR = 0.03, thus offering the opportunity
to improve constraints on the BH no-hair theorems by
⇣ = 50%.

Let us now assess the impact of this procedure as a
function of the source properties. We generate a popula-
tion of sources drawing cos ✓ and cos ◆ uniformly in [�1, 1]
and �,� and  uniformly in [�⇡,⇡] with fixed2 distance
D = 100 Mpc. Fig. 3 shows the median values of �GR
as a function of the masses of the merging BHs. The
top panel assumes LIGO in its design configuration, the
middle panel presents results optimizing the narrowband
setup individually for each source, while the gain ⇣ is
shown in the bottom panel.

A few interesting trends are present. First, the best
systems to perform BH spectroscopy (i.e. low values
of �GR) have intermediate mass ratio 0.3 . q . 0.7.
Both ringdown amplitudes ↵22 and ↵33 are suppressed
for q ! 0, while ↵22 � ↵33 for q ! 1. Second, tests
of GR are weaker (higher �GR) for lower mass systems.
These binaries have f33 close to the edge of the sensitivity
window of the interferometer, thus making mode distin-
guishability harder. The LISA SNR also increases with
the total mass: binaries with m1 + m2 . 40M� are not
likely to be associated with confirmed forewarnings.

A key point of our findings is illustrated in the gain
values ⇣ reported in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. From
Eq. (9), ⇣ quantifies the potential improvement in BH
spectroscopy achievable with narrowband tunings. Me-
dian gains are larger than 25% over the entire parameter
space, and individual sources can reach values up to 50%.
In particular, higher gains are achieved for large-q systems.
This agrees with the expectation that both modes are
suppressed at q ! 0, while only the 33 mode is suppressed
at q ! 1. Narrowband tunings shift the detector sensitiv-
ity closer to f33 at the expense of the 22 mode, and are
thus more effective if its excitation is large such that the
resulting sensitivity loss can be more easily absorbed.

Caveats– The possibility of optimizing ground-based oper-
ation assumes that LISA observations accurately predict

2 Since �GR is directly proportional to D, results in Fig. 3 can be
rescaled to different distances. Cosmological effects might push
the ringdown frequencies of some high-mass events out of band,
thus somewhat decreasing the gain.
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FIG. 3. Top and middle panels show median values of �GR
for LIGO at design sensitivity and with narrowband tuning,
respectively; bottom panel shows the median gain ⇣. Data are
shown as a function of total mass m1 + m2 and mass ratio q
of the merging binaries; medians are computed over ✓, ◆,�,�
and  . The distance is fixed to D = 100 Mpc. Binaries to
the right of the dashed lines have sky-averaged LISA SNRs
greater than 8 (these are computed following [3] using the
update noise curve of [33]; the initial frequency is estimated
such that the binary merges in 5 years). Triangles indicate
measured LIGO events [1, 64–67].

the ringdown frequencies (in particular f33), thus pro-
viding information on how ground-based interferometers
should be optimized. We estimate LISA errors on f33
as follows. For a given source with chirp mass Mc and
symmetric mass ratio ⌘, we first estimate f33 assuming
zero spins (this is our working assumption used above).
Inspired by the results reported in Fig. 3 of [3] (computed
as in [68]), we model LISA errors as lognormal distribu-
tions centered at �Mc/Mc = 10�6, �⌘/⌘ = 6⇥10�3 with
widths � = 0.5. We then calculate f33 for a new binary
with masses Mc +�Mc and ⌘+�⌘ and spins with magni-
tudes uniform in [0, 1] and isotropic directions. In practice,
we are assuming that LISA will not provide any informa-
tion on the spins. This is a conservative, but realistic,
assumption because spins enter at high post-Newtonian
order and are probably going to be very challenging to
detect at low frequencies. This procedure is iterated over
a population of sources with masses uniformly distributed
in [10, 100]M�. The median of the errors �f33 is 11 Hz,
while the 90th percentile is 46 Hz. For the case of cavity

3

configuration corresponds to TSRM = 0.2, �SRM = 0 and
�hd = ⇡/2. The broadband noise curves reported by
[57, 58] are reproduced within � logSn/ logSn . 0.2%
throughout the entire frequency band.

Mode Consistency– The main idea behind BH spec-
troscopy is to assume that quasi-normal modes frequen-
cies !lm and decay times ⌧lm depend separately on M
and j, and then look for consistencies between the dif-
ferent estimates1. Considering the 22 and 33 modes
only, one can write the waveform as h = h22(M22, j22) +
h33(M33, j33) and use data to estimate the parameters
� = {M22, j22, M33, j33}. Here we present results of a
Fisher analysis, which provide a conservative lower bound
on the standard deviations [59] (but see [60]). The Fisher
information matrix is defined as �ij = (@h̃/@�i|@h̃/@�j),
where parenthesis indicate the standard noise-weighted
inner product. Standard deviations and correlations are
given by �2

i = ��1

ii and �ij = ��1

ij .
We propose two approaches to estimate consistency

between the two modes.
(i) We first break the covariance matrix ��1 into blocks,

��1 =


��1

2222
��1

2233

��1

3322
��1

3333

�
(6)

corresponding to the couples {M22, j22} and {M33, j33}.
The diagonal blocks ��1

2222
and ��1

3333
can be used to con-

struct confidences ellipses [61]. This procedure is useful
to visually assess the accuracy of the two estimates, but
fails to properly capture the correlations contained in the
off-diagonal terms.
(ii) One can consider random variables ��i describing
fractional errors on the parameters of �i, such that
their expectation values averaging over many realization
is h��i��ji = ��1

ij /�i�j . We construct the discrepan-
cies on the mass and spin inferred from the two modes
�M = �M22 � �M33 and �j = �j22 � �j33, and define the
following estimator

�GR =

����
h�M2

i h�M�ji

h�j�Mi h�j2i

����
1/4

(7)

to quantify the goodness of test of the theory. If the
underlying theory of gravity is indeed GR (i.e. if M22 =
M33 ⌘M and j22 =j33 ⌘j), one obtains

�GR =
1

p
Mj

h�
�2

M22
�2�M22M33 +�2

M33

�
(�2

j22
�2�j22j33

+�2

j33
)�(�M22j22 +�M33j33 ��M22j33 ��M33j22)2

i1/4
. (8)

One has a perfect consistency test if �GR = 0, corre-
sponding to ��1 = 0. Large values of �GR imply poor

1 For simplicity we only vary !lm and ⌧lm while keeping ↵lm fixed
to their GR values.

FIG. 2. 1-� confidence ellipses for the 22 (dashed) and 33
(solid) modes observed by LIGO in its designed (blue) and
optimized narrowband configuration (orange). The source is
a perturbed Kerr BH of mass M = 62.5M� and spin j = 0.68
(dotted lines), resulting from the merger of a GW150914-like
system (m1 +m2 = 65M�, q = 0.8, ◆ = 150�, � = 0) assuming
optimal orientation (✓ = � =  = 0) and optimistic luminosity
distance D = 40 Mpc. The latter choice was made to mimic
results from future-generation detectors.

constraints on the underlying theory. If correlations be-
tween the 22 and the 33 mode can be neglected (i.e.
��1

2233
' ��1

3322
' 0), �GR is proportional to (the square

root of) the area of the confidence ellipse constructed from
��1

2222
+ ��1

3333
. Given values of �GR from both a design

and detuned configuration, we define the narrowband gain
as

⇣ =
�GR(Design)

� �GR(Optimized)

�GR(Design)
, (9)

where ⇣ =1 (⇣ =0) means that the narrowbanding proce-
dure is maximally effective (irrelevant).

Results– For each given source, we select the optimal noise
curve that minimizes �GR among those we precomputed
varying over tune phase, mirror transmittance, and ho-
modyne phase. Figure 1 illustrates this procedure for
an optimally oriented source similar to GW150914 [1].
This optimized narrowband setting corresponds to a noise
curve with �SRM ' 0.21, TSRM ' 0.02 and �hd ' 2.24.

Confidence ellipses constructed from ��1

2222
and ��1

3333

are shown in Fig. 2 for a similar GW150914-like source
but at the optimistic distance D = 40 Mpc. This value
is consistent with the closest GW source detected so far
[62] and correspond to ⇠ 1/10 of the actual distance of
GW150914. This choice makes the results of Fig. 2 in-
dicative of detections with future ground-based detectors
which are expected to take data in the 2030s together
with LISA.

The behavior of the ellipses of Fig. 2 illustrates the

Isotropic population of  
BH binaries at

Median �GR

Median gain

• Stronger tests for high masses      
(ringdown in band). Higher LISA SNR 

• Weak test for q~1 and q~0   
(excitations suppressed)

D = 100Mpc

Gain between 25% and 50% 
everywhere in parameters space

Tso, DG+ 2019



How about 3G?
Cosmic explorer
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Parameter ET-D-HF ET-D-LF
Arm length 10 km 10 km
Input power (after IMC) 500W 3W
Arm power 3MW 18kW
Temperature 290K 10K
Mirror material Fused silica Silicon
Mirror diameter / thickness 62 cm / 30 cm min 45 cm/ TBD
Mirror masses 200 kg 211 kg
Laser wavelength 1064 nm 1550 nm
SR-phase tuned (0.0) detuned (0.6)
SR transmittance 10% 20%
Quantum noise suppression freq. dep. squeez. freq. dep. squeez.
Filter cavities 1⇥ 10 km 2⇥ 10 km
Squeezing level 10 dB (e↵ective) 10 dB (e↵ective)
Beam shape LG33 TEM00

Beam radius 7.25 cm 9 cm
Scatter loss per surface 37.5 ppm 37.5 ppm
Partial pressurefor H2O, H2, N2 10�8, 5 · 10�8, 10�9 Pa 10�8, 5 · 10�8, 10�9 Pa
Seismic isolation SA, 8m tall mod SA, 17m tall
Seismic (for f > 1Hz) 5 · 10�10 m/f2 5 · 10�10 m/f2

Gravity gradient subtraction none none

Table 1. Summary of the most important parameters of the ET-D high and
low-frequency interferometers as shown in Figure 5. SA = super attenuator, freq.
dep. squeez. = squeezing with frequency dependent angle.
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Figure 6. Historical evolution of sensitivity models for the Einstein Telescope,
starting from a single cryogenic broadband detector (ET-B) [11], over the initial
xylophone design (ET-C) [13] to the ET-D sensitivity described in this article.

we significantly refined the xylophone concept and obtained the ET-D sensitivity,
which is slightly worse than the ET-C sensitivity, but much more realistic. The loss
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The second-generation of gravitational-wave detectors are just starting operation, and have al-
ready yielding their first detections. Research is now concentrated on how to maximize the scientific
potential of gravitational-wave astronomy. To support this e↵ort, we present here design targets for
a new generation of detectors, which will be capable of observing compact binary sources with high
signal-to-noise ratio throughout the Universe.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of extremely sensitive ground-
based gravitational wave detectors [1–3] and the recent
detection of gravitational waves by LIGO [4, 5], exten-
sive theoretical work is going into understanding poten-
tial gravitational-wave (GW) sources [6–15]. In order to
guide this investigation, and to help direct instrument re-
search and development, in this letter we present design
targets for a new generation of detectors.

The work presented here builds on a previous study
of how the fundamental noise sources in ground-based
GW detectors scale with detector length [16, 17], and
is complementary to the detailed sensitivity analysis of
the Einstein Telescope (ET, a proposed next generation
European detector) presented in [18, 19]. The ET anal-
ysis will not be reproduced in this work, but the ET-D
sensitivity curve from [18] is used for comparison. It rep-
resents one 10 km long detector consisting of two inter-
ferometers [20], the detector arms forming a right angle.
The ET design consists of three co-located detectors in
a triangular geometry [21], but for the purpose of this
letter we compare the sensitivity of single detectors, all
with arms at right angles. (A comparison of triangular
and right angled detector sensitivities can be found in
[22].)

From this work two important conclusions emerge.
The first of these is that the next generation of GW detec-
tors will be capable of detecting compact binary sources
with high signal to noise ratio (SNR > 20) even at high
redshift (z > 10). The second is that there are multi-
ple distinct areas of on-going research and development
(R&D) which will play important roles in determining
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FIG. 1. Target sensitivity for a next generation gravitational-
wave detector, known as “Cosmic Explorer” for its ability to
receive signals from cosmological distances. The solid curves
are for a 40 km long detector, while the dashed grey curves
show the sensitivity of shorter, but technologically similar de-
tectors; lengths are 4, 10 and 20 km. The Advanced LIGO
and Einstein Telescope design sensitivities are also shown for
reference.

the scientific output of future detectors.
In what follows, we start by expressing the sensitivity

of a next-generation GW detector as a collection of target
values for each of the fundamental noise sources. This is
followed by discussions of the R&D e↵orts that could
plausibly attain these goals in the course of the next 10

Quantum-noise dominated over 
a wide frequency range 

Einstein Telescope
Abbott+ 2016 Hild+ 2010

Optimistic design is a sum of two 
interferometers, one of them is detuned
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